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The Code-Free API Lifecycle Management Solution



In an era where businesses are expanding their enterprise stack to include many 
different applications, web services, and systems, Astera introduces Astera Data 
Services (ADS), an end-to-end API lifecycle management solution. ADS has a 
point-and-click no code intuitive interface, allowing even those with no coding experi-
ence to learn how to create APIs. 

APIs have quickly become the backbone of the application development process. 
Businesses build large systems with smaller sub processes, using APIs to combine 
them into collaborative applications. Furthermore, APIs are used to communicate 
between internal and external applications, synchronizing data across business 
operations, and allowing businesses to share real time, accurate data with customers, 
partners, and stakeholders.

According to the 2022 Postman survey, developers spend 30% of their time creating 
APIs through coding. Not only is this time better spent elsewhere, but creating an 
application from the ground up is a costly pursuit. Astera Data Services’ visual 
drag-and-drop interface makes it easy to design and test APIs, without using any 
code. Manually coding applications means a lack of reusability and excess time 
wasted in repeat integrations as business needs change. Through ADS, APIs can be 
tested and previewed at every step of the process and are easily modified without 
losing functionality or design. 

https://www.postman.com/state-of-api/a-day-week-or-year-in-the-life/#a-day-week-or-year-in-the-life




ADS has a visual, drag-and-drop interface, that can be used by anyone, 
regardless of coding experience. Both developers and business users can 
create and preview their APIs, using built-in functions like filter, sort, and 
pagination. ADS reduces development cost and time by enabling anyone 
to test, publish, and modify APIs based on ever changing business needs.  

Astera Data Services is a one stop platform that supports the creation, deployment, 
management, and publishing of APIs. Various built-in API functionalities, including 
filters and sorts, paginated responses, and auto managed server responses allow 
businesses to customize their API designs. A unified platform with ADS’s extensive 
features allows businesses to rapidly build new services in real time, as requirements 
shift and change, reducing time to market, creating a flexible system, and most 
importantly, allowing fast access to accurate data.

Key Features

No Code Development 

APIs are used to combine disparate systems into collaborative 
applications, which in turn allow users to access data in real-time. APIs 
streamline operations from various sources, both internal and external, 
and synchronize and automate data processes. Being able to securely 
access data is an invaluable resource that allows users to make 
informed decisions with consistent, up-to-date data.

Secure Data Sharing  

APIs offer an efficient solution for inter and intra-application 
communication. Businesses use APIs to bring together data from 
various sources to build larger, more connected systems that involve 
smaller sub-processes. Synchronizing data ensures that data remains 
consistent across business operations, allowing businesses to share 
accurate, real-time data with consumers, partners, and shareholders

Unified Connectivity  



Integrating and changing platforms is common as businesses keep up with an 
ever-changing technological landscape. With ADS you can replace the normally costly 
endeavor of coding application connectors, and easily create APIs which connect new 
applications into existing systems. Businesses can stay ahead of the curve, as creating 
APIs will be simpler, faster, and allow companies to add in new platforms and 
technologies with ease.

Add New Systems to the Enterprise Stack 

Through ADS, APIs can be secured using bearer-token authentication and role-based 
authorization, further protecting data assets. Organizations can assign tasks, data, 
and functionalities to the relevant internal or external users, while obstructing the 
access of any unauthorized users.  

Delegate Data Access  

It is vital for businesses to monitor API usage and identify any errors that may prevent 
the smooth execution of internal processes. Astera Data Services’ server logs provide 
businesses with in-depth insights about API performance, allowing users to identify 
and debug errors. Furthermore, the monitoring dashboard provides a bird’s eye view 
of your data, including current API traffic, requests by response status, and overall 
statistics on request and response time. 

Analyze API Performance

Astera Data Services’ API designer’s user-friendly features include 
pre-written error and acceptance responses, auto generating database 
APIs, and design-time testing. These features make ADS an efficient 
platform, saving users time and energy when creating their APIs. 
Additionally, many of ADS’s other functionalities are also              auto-
mated, including but not limited to, uploading, downloading, and 
transferring files through any supported file system, generating API 
documentation, and running asynchronous API executions. From 
creating APIs to putting them out into the world for partners and 
consumers, ADS has functionality for every step of the process. Once a 
business has ADS, they won’t need any other products when it comes 
to managing their API lifecycle.

Automated API Generation



Create your APIs in six easy steps  
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Build and test APIs in an intuitive drag and drop environment 
Instant preview functionality at design time  
Build in sort, filter, and pagination functionalities 
Seamless HTTPs file transfers

Design

Secure APIs with bearer token authentication 
Control and troubleshoot key elements of API lifecycle from
a centralized platform 
Use relays to expose data from behind a firewall  

Secure

Deploy scalable servers to on premises, on cloud, or on 
firewall environments  
Execute asynchronous APIs for continuous tasks  
Empower developers to consume and reuse published APIs 
via Open API Swagger specification 

Deploy

Manage deployed activations in a unified browser  
Troubleshoot design time issues before deployment 
through built-in verifications 

Manage

Use workflow tasks to automate and reuse existing ETL pipelines 
Retrieve data from private and public APIs and integrate with 
your existing systems  
Connect to applications in the cloud and transform the retrieved 
data to process business queries and drive insights  

Consume 

Debug APIs using comprehensive server logs  
Use real time dashboard to monitor and analyze API 
performance and consumption 

Monitor
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Why Astera Software
Astera Software develops powerful and intuitive data integration, extraction, and warehousing 

solutions, providing services that achieve consistent acclaim for their accessible usability, code free 
interface, and high performance. Astera’s products can scale to meet the most demanding data 

management tasks and allow �exibility for in�nite extensibility and deployment possibilities. Since 
2009, Astera’s products have been providing rapid ROI to many government departments and 

Fortune 500 companies, including Wells Fargo, USDA, US Dept of VA, Xerox, HP, Novartis, Raymond 
James, and more.  

Choose Astera 
Data Services Today

Personalized Demo Learn More

https://www.astera.com/astera-data-services-demo/
https://www.astera.com/products/astera-data-services/



